Standard Golf’s Flagstick Caddie eases transport

Standard Golf’s new Flagstick Caddie is a utility vehicle-mounted unit that allows for easy transport of flagsticks for special events or cup rotation systems. The caddie holds up to 18 flagsticks and features cushioned foam slots that prevent damage during transport. The unit also comes in a smaller version that holds up to six flagsticks for red, white and blue rotations.

The vertical arm of the caddie fits into the stake hole pocket of most golf utility vehicles. Alternative brackets are available to mount to the side of the vehicle’s box. For more information, contact 319-266-2638 or www.standardgolf.com.

The Lineman TMX is towable

Excavation Technology has started full production of its new Lineman TMX towable mini-excavator. The TMX has a built-in trailer and lock-out wheel hubs for a quick-on/quick-off hitch system. It eliminates the need for a trailer and does not require a Commercial Driver’s License for transport.

Equipped with a 20-hp engine and producing 6,600 pounds of digging force, the TMX has a digging depth of eight feet. The unit has an independent hydrostatic drive system and features low ground pressure and a zero turning radius capability that allows for maneuverability without causing turf damage. For more information, contact 262-965-3681.

National’s 8400 tackles tough terrain

National Mower has introduced the 8400 Hydrostatic Triplex Mower. Designed with a low center of gravity, the 8400 can tackle hills, slopes and banks. The hydrostatic drive provides independent reel and ground speeds for a quality cut at any speed. The unit features power steering and a 16-hp Briggs & Stratton engine. It has an 84-inch width of cut and can cover 3.5 acres per hour.

For more information, contact 888-907-3463 or www.nationalmower.com.

Trion unveils mobile lift table

Trion Lifts has unveiled its DL 1300 mobile lift table, an upgraded version of the DL 300.

The DL 1300 still features the versatile dual lifting range mechanism, but also has a built-in battery charger, circuit breaker and remote roll gate control.

For more information, contact 800-426-3634.

Par Aide ready with new tee markers

Par Aide is ready with its new Banded Tee Markers and Branch Tee Markers.

The Banded Tee Markers allow courses to use one color marker for a simple and professional design. Tee locations can be indicated by color bands, numbers or custom lettering.

The Branch Tee Markers have a natural pine or birch branch look. Made from a durable resin material, these markers feature slanted ends painted in red, white, blue, yellow or black and stainless steel spikes. For more information, contact 888-893-2433.
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